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Introduction
This document is a practical and theoretical guide for Belgian entrepreneurs interested
in doing business in Malawi. This information is based on existing information (country
papers FIT, JCA and JSF from the Belgian development organisations, UNDP reports, WB
reports etc.) & experiences in the country gathered by Exchange program managers
and local representatives1.
This document will be continuously updated in order to capture most of the changing
circumstances in private entrepreneurship in Malawi.
The final goal of this document is not only to offer Belgian entrepreneurs a complete
guide into doing business in Malawi but also to create a larger network and
encompassing our partners and stakeholders in North and South in order to foster
cocreation between Northern and Southern entrepreneurs.
By supporting the growth potential of the private sector in the context of market
economies across the North-South divide, Exchange commits itself to stimulate decent
work and economic growth (SDG 8) and to create global partnerships (SDG 17).
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(Picture taken from Norad, country Evaluation Brief. Report 4/2017 and African Economic Outlook 2016).
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Economic situation
Facts & Figures, Malawi at a glace
Name: the Republic of Malawi
Government: Presidential Republic
Administrative governance: 3 regions, 28 districts
Official language: English, Chichewa
National Currency: Malawi Kwacha
Population: 18.6 million (2017)
Population growth: 2.9% in (2017)
Population prognosis: 45 million in 2050
Dependency ratio: young age (0-14) (per 100 inhabitants aged 15-64): 87.9
Life expectancy at birth: 63 (2016)
Child mortality rate (under five): 64 (per 1000 live births (2016)
HIV/AIDS prevalence: 9.77%, number 9 in the world (2017)
HIV/AIDS deaths: 26 700, number 11 in the world (2017)
Percentage of inhabitants living below the poverty line (USD 1.25): 71.4%
Percentage of inhabitants under the national poverty line: 50.7%
GDP: 6,3 billion USD (2017) (492 billion USD in Belgium)
GDP per capita: 338 USD (2017) (43.323 USD in Belgium)
Growth GDP: Real gross domestic product (GDP) grew by 5.7% in 2014, but
slowed down to 2.5% in 2016 after two consecutive years of drought, which
has adversely affected the performance of agriculture, which accounts for
about a third of the country’s GDP. Economic growth recovered to 4% in
2017.
Inflation: 21,2% in 2015, 19.5% in 2016
Ranking Human Development Index: 170/188, Belgium 21/188
Gini-index: (income inequality): 46.1
Ranking Gender Inequality Index: 145/188 (2015)
Employment Rate: 75.5%
Youth (15-24) Employment Rate: 8.9%
Mean years of schooling: 4.4 (2016)
Adult literacy rate (15 years and older): 65.8% (2016)
Internet users: 9.3%
Netto ODA (% of GDP): 15.8
Corruption Perception Index: 120 of 176 (2016)
Economic share of sectors in GDP (2015):
Agriculture 29,3%
Industry 16,15%
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Services 65,55%
Total import: 2.79 billion USD
Total export: 1,49 billion USD
Main export products: Tobacco (51%), tea (6,2%)
Main import products: (Petroleum 12%, Packed medicines 6.8%)
Origin of imports: South Africa (20%), Mozambique (11%)
Destination of exports: Belgium/Luxemburg (9,6%), Germany (7.6%)
Sources:
(www.flandersinvestmentandtrade.be,http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/ma
lawi, the Observatory for Economic Complexity www.atlas.media.mit.edu/en,
Human Development Report, UNDP report.hdr.undp.org, CIA World Factbook,
Norad
(2017)
Country
Evaluation
Brief
Malawi,
http://www.africaneconomicoutlook.org/en/country-notes/malawi).

Summary of the economic situation of recent years
GENERAL OUTLOOK
Malawi remains one of the poorest countries in the world. Malawi's Human
Development Index is 0.445 which gives the country a rank of 173 out of 188
countries (2015). The HDI of Sub-Saharan Africa as a region is 0.518, placing Malawi
below the regional average.
(Source: Human Development Report 2015, UNDP).
Malawi faces an overall low growth notwithstanding the exceptional growth rates
between 2005 and 2010 (largely due to infusion of massive subsidies in agriculture
and positive weather conditions). Inflation, interest rates, fiscal deficits and
economic inequalities are high. Malawi’s slow economic growth rate is partly due
to geographical and physical factors (landlocked position, deteriorating soils,
climate and weather related shocks) but also due to socio-economic factors
(macroeconomic instability, population growth and stagnating rural sector).

SLOW ECONOMIC GROWTH FROM 2015/2016
In recent years climate shocks had a massive impact on the agriculture production
(will be further elaborated below). This combined with high inflation undermined
Malawi’s prospects for economic growth and poverty reduction. A further
tightening of monetary and fiscal policy was necessary. Economic growth in 2016
remained low at 2,7%. The average annual headline inflation was 22,6% in 2016,
slightly lower than the 21% of 2015 primary caused by rising food inflation. In
2016/2017 the monetary policy was very tight with a view to containing inflation.
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POSITIVE EVOLUTION FROM 2017
Luckily the rainfall in season 2017/2018 normalised. Resulting in a economic growth
rate of 4% in 2017. However the population growth of 2.8% a year will require
consistent economic growth to reduce poverty and improve progress towards the
Sustainable Development Goals.
(Source: Norad, country Evaluation Brief. Report 4/2017 and African Economic
Outlook 2016).

Key sectors and challenges
The agricultural sector remains the most important sector for the Malawian
economy with about 80% of the population living in rural areas. Agriculture
accounts for one third of GDP and 90% of export revenues.

LACK OF DIVERSIFICATION, DYNAMISM AND PRODUCTIVITY IN
AGRICULTURE (MAIZE AND TOBACCO AS MAIN PRODUCTS)
The Malawian dependency on the agricultural sector faces many risk. Especially
the lack of diversification in the agricultural sector causes great vulnerability.
Subsistence farming remains the primary source of income for the majority of the
Malawian people. Most producers are subsistence farmers who cultivate small plots
of land with limited income diversification opportunities. The degree of
commercialization is very limited. The agricultural revenues are extremely volatile.
In 2016 Malawi experienced drought and subsequently poor harvests for a second
consecutive year. The severe droughts and flooding have seriously affected
agricultural production. The consequences are severe, the production of food
crops (such as maize) declined with 14,7% in 2016, while declining by 30.2% in the
previous year. The decline of the growth in the agricultural sector (a decline of 2.3%
in 2016) was followed by a new decline in 2017.
The most important agricultural products in Malawi are tobacco and maize.
Tobacco being the main cash crop and maize the main staple food. Tobacco is
important for earning foreign currency, maize for the national food self-sufficiency.
!
The!case!of!tobacco!
Malawi has a long tradition of tobacco cultivation as a primary economic activity
and the cash crop remains the most important in the country. Tobacco production
accounted for 50 percent of total agricultural exports in 2011 (FAOSTAT, 2014).
Historically cash crops have been dominated by the large estates who were
licensed to produce crops for export such as tobacco and tea while the
smallholder sector was relegated to subsistence farming. Before 1995 the
production of cash crops remained tightly controlled by the government. During
the mid 90’s the introduction of the structural adjustment programme (SAP) for
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Malawi, under the coordination of the IMF and the World Bank introduced
structural reforms aimed at liberalizing the economy allowing small holder farmers
to start producing cash crops.
For the production of tobacco the introductions of the SAP caused a rapid
expansion in tobacco production. By 2000 Malawi was one of the ten largest
tobacco producers in the world. For the ‘burley tobacco leaf’ 89% of the total
production was Malawian. Malawi is therefore the world’s most tobacco
dependent economy. Currently, over 95 percent of tobacco is produced by small
farmers. As a result, the crop is not only Malawi’s main export earner but also of key
importance for rural household income and food security.
Today the performance of the tobacco sector remains of crucial importance for
the Malawian economy as tobacco remains the most significant export.
Total production of tobacco leaf in Malawi has steadily increased over the last two
decades but witnessed a sharp decline in 2012. World tobacco prices decline and
the international community increases the pressure to limit tobacco production.
This dramatic decrease in global demand and declining prices have a profound
impact on the Malawian economy and society.
(Source: http://www.fao.org/docrep/006/y4997e/y4997e0i.htm Country Facts
Sheet an Food and Agricultural Policy Trends Malawi March 2015, FAO (2014)
Technical Note: ‘Analysis of price incentives for tobacco in Malawi 2005-2013). )
The!case!of!maize!
As a landlocked country with high import costs, Malawi has been pursuing a policy
aiming towards national food self-sufficiency for decades. Maize is by far the main
component of the Malawian diet and is grown by about 80 percent of all
smallholder farmers. The Malawian government has a history of supporting the
production of food crops. During the period of structural adjustment programmes
(SAP introduced in 1995), the farm subsidies were abolished. This led to severe food
crises in 2002 and 2005. In 2004 Malawi re-introduced farm subsidies. The
government, at that time, started subsidizing seeds and fertilizer for small holder
farmers. In the years thereafter Malawi was a net exporter of grains and maize. The
high population growth is a key driver behind the increasing national maize food
requirement over the last decades.
The vulnerability of Malawi’s maize production to drought (only 5% of the
agricultural land is irrigated) and climate shocks have led to a poor maize harvest
in 2015 (30% less than the previous year). A poor harvest induces high prices and
food shortages requiring the government to set up food relief programmes.
(Source: Stevens Tilele & Madani Kaveh (2016) Future Climate Impacts on Maize
Farming and food Security in Malawi In: Scientific Reports 6).
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MALAWI’S ECONOMY IS PARTICULARLY VULNERABLE TO WEATHER
SHOCKS
The high dependency on agricultural production causes Malawi to be particularly
vulnerable to climate shocks and climate change. In the 2015/2016 season the
production declined severely due to flooding. The next season Malawi suffered
from El-Nino related drought causing food shortages affecting 2.8 million people
(16% of the population). These climate related shocks decelerated Malawi’s
economic growth to 2.9% in 2016 (down from 5.7% in 2014). From net exporter
Malawi became dependent on maize imports to meet the supply gap. Malawi was
amongst countries in the Southern African Region worst affected by the drought.
The negative impact of drought has become increasingly significant over the
years. With the adverse effects of climate change, this trend is likely to continue
into the future, with the negative impacts of drought compounded by factors such
as population growth and environmental degradation. While climate shocks affect
the entire region, Malawi’s economy is more severely than neighbouring countries.
(Source: The World Bank ‘Malawi Economic Monitor, Emerging Stronger’, October
2016).

THE GREEN REVOLUTION (FISP PRGRAMME) AND CRITIQUES
During the 1990s the Malawian agricultural sector stagnated. At the start of 21st
century Malawi had made little improvements to its economy. When Malawi
experienced a period of drought in 2005 the country faced a national food deficit
forcing the government to import food from abroad. Achieving food selfsufficiency on a national basis is a high priority for the government of Malawi.
Hence the set up of an ambitious subsidy programme: the ‘Farm Inputs Subsidy
Programme or FISP’. The goal of the FISP is to enhance the food self-suffiency by
increasing small holder farmer’s access to and use of improved agricultural inputs,
thereby boosting the incomes of resource-poor farmers.
Malawi’s new subsidy programme handed out vouchers to rural farmers allowing
them to purchase fertiliser, hybrid seed and/or pesticides at greatly reduced prices.
The programme was mostly funded and operated domestically, decreasing
Malawi’s reliance on foreign support. The programme was an immediate success,
partly due to strong rains, and after a severe food deficit in 2005 by 2007 Malawi
experienced a food surplus allowing export. This success led the government to
scale up its subsidy programme in the following years. Several experts claim that
Malawi’s subsidizing of inputs, like fertilizer, is a more cost effective method of
attaining food security than through an outside subsidy, like food aid.
Between 2004 and 2009 maize production tripled. FISP was called a miracle and
was suggested to serve as a model for Africa. Over time, however, yields started to
stagnate. It became clear that FISP’s success was largely due to several years of
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above-average rains (maize is a water-intensive crop). At the same time donors an
other critics began to question the programme’s effects.
Critique!on!the!hidden!costs!
The subsidies used up to 75% of Malawi’s agricultural budget. This led to cuts in other
crititcal areas, including irrigation, research and extension services to farmers.
Social!critiques!
Four main criteria were used to identify beneficiaries: (1) that the household owned
land being cultivated during the relevant season; (2) that the household was a
bona fide resident of the village; (3) that only one beneficiary would be eligible in
a household; and (4) that vulnerable groups, especially households headed by
children and women, would be given priority. The programme was clearly
designed as targeting vulnerable farmers but the criteria of selecting beneficiaries
were often ignored or adjusted at the local level and there were claims that the
vouchers were used as patronage by local leaders.
Critiques!on!the!sustainability!
The subsidy programme was an emergency reponse to the food deficit crisis the
country faced in 2005. The programme was created to realize food sur pluses in the
short term by monocropping a quick and calorie-intensive crop like maize. While
the programme succeeded in creating food surplus in the short-term it has not
created any economic diversification that is necessary to support Malawi’s
economic growth. By consequence the programme has strengthened Malawi’s
over reliance on maize.
Critiques!on!the!ecological!effects!
While a focus on boosting yields may fuel the economic growth and decrease the
short-term risk of famine but it has important ecological costs. The industrial model
adopted in Malawi affects the soil vitality. Synthetic or inorganic fertilizers make
possible a good harvest even from the most infertile soils. The application of
synthetically derived fertilizers diminishes soil fertility. Farmers who start growing
crops with inorganic fertilizers will soon be facing inert soils and their ability to
harvest will depend on continuous supply of externally produced fertilizers, causing
a national dependency on the global market for fossil fuels.
!
Although FISP remains popular enough that discontinuing it is politically untenable,
the poor harvests of the last few years have pushed both the government and
donors
to
look
for
new
approaches. !
(Sources: Jonathan W. Rosen (2016) ‘From drought to green revolution, Malawi’s,
and Africa’s, Quest for Food Security in World Politics Review and Tobiah Gaster
‘The Myth of Malawi’s Maize Miracle: A Green Revolution for Africa’ in Cosmopolis
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2017/1-2, Dorward A & Chirwa E. (2009) ‘The agricultural input subsidy programme
2005 to 2008: Achievements and challenges’. London: School of Oriental and
African Studies and Droppelman Klaus, Makuwira Jonathanand Kumwenda Ian
(2012) ‘All Eggs in One Basket: A reflection on Malawi’s Dependence on
Agricultural Growth Strategy’ in: International Food Policy Research Institute 01177).

POLICIES SUPPORTING THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR
The!CAADP,!NAP,!NAIP!an!MGDS!III!
In 2010 Malawi joined the Comprehensive Africa Agricultural Development
programme (CAADP). By doing this Malawi promises to allocate at least 10% of the
yearly state budget to the agricultural sector. Further guidelines supporting the
Agricultural Transformation Agenda of the government are developed in the
National Agricultural Policy (NAP) and the National Agricultural Investment Plan
(NAIP). The Malawi Growth and Development Strategy III (2017-2022) targets the
agricultural sector as priority sector and the National Export Strategy aims at higher
productivity in the agricultural sector to strengthen the Malawian export capacity.
The!New!Alliance!for!Food!Security!and!Nutrition!
The New Alliance for Food Security and Nutrition was created in 2012. It seeks to lift
50 million people out of poverty by 2022 through partnerships between G7
members, African nations and the private sector. Development partners commit
to fund efforts to promote inclusive and transformative agricultural investments. The
idea is to leverage investment from the domestic and international private sector
to improve smallholders’ access to modern inputs, boost their output, and
ultimately integrate them into commercial value chains.
New Alliance partners are hoping that the initiative will attract more agribusiness
investment in high value commodity chains, thus supporting the efforts of African
governments to attract more private investment into the agriculture sector. The
New Alliance country frameworks are supported by local companies, as well as
international businesses and governments who are active in the World Economic
Forum Grow Africa initiative.
Malawi joined the New Alliance in December 2013. The cooperation framework is
based on Malawi’s pre-existing national investment plan for agriculture, which in
turn was shaped by the Comprehensive African Agricultural Development
Programme (CAADP). Given the government’s recognition that ‘participation of
the private sector is crucial for inclusive growth in the country, it has made
commitments within the New Alliance framework ‘to create a competitive
environment with reduced risk in doing business for private sector investments in
various value chains related to food security and nutrition, while also ensuring
consistency and coherence in policies.
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(Source: Civil Society Agriculture Network Malawi (2015)‘Can the G7 New Alliance
End Hunger and Poverty in Malawi? And www.worldbank.org).

FISCAL MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES
Malawi has a history of fiscal indiscipline. There have been frequent fiscal slippages,
often because the realized deficits exceeded the planned deficit. In these cases
the central bank is required to finance much of the gap. Moreover the ODA
(Official Development Assistance) makes up a substantial share of the government
budget. Because of the volatile and unpredictable nature of the ODA and the
sharp decline in ODA the last few years the macroeconomic instability increased.

CONCLUSION
Malawi is currently facing twin pressures arising from two separate issues vulnerability to climate induced shocks and fiscal management challenges. Both
issues would be causing macroeconomic instability on their own, but together the
impact is amplified. Therefore there is an urgent need for an in depth
transformation in the agricultural sector. Malawi needs to shift from subsistencebased to market-based agriculture, commercialise agriculture and set up agroprocessing industries.
(Source: World Bank Economic Overview Malawi, Malawi Economic Monitor 2016,
The World Bank).

Aid dependency
Malawi has a long history of aid and aid dependence. Official Development
Assistance (ODA)has since long contributed to a large share of the state budgets
and service delivery in the country. In 1994, when Malawi became a democracy,
the number of donors and total aid rose significantly.
The overall donor contribution to the state budget has floated around 40%. And
the donors have at times financed close to 90% of the national spending in certain
sectors like health.
There have been fluctuations in the aid flow as a result of fiscal and political events.
In 1995 the aid flow decreased as a result of the government’s loss of fiscal control
but restored quickly and increased steadily for the following years.
In 2008 the aid flow decreased again when the donor relations deteriorated due
to an impasse between the president (Mutharika) and the parliament due to
political manoeuvring for the upcoming elections. In 2011 all donors withdrew
direct budget support in response to the president’s bad economic policies and
political oppression.
In 2013 during shortly after the start of the new president (Joyce Banda) the
‘Cashgate’ corruption scandal exploded. Donors again withheld USD 150 million in
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budgetary support and aid grants. Even today, the general budget support (GBS)
is still frozen due to low donor confidence in the government.
In 2016 the level of aid has been restored and seems to reach a new high. The
suspension of direct budget support resulted in alternative structures to channel
donor money (especially through world bank and NGO’s).
(Source: Norad, country Evaluation Brief. Report 4/2017 and African Economic
Outlook 2016).

Trade Agreements
COTONU AGREEMENT
Malawi is part of The Cotonou Agreement.The Cotonou Agreement is a treaty
between the European Union and the African, Caribbean and Pacific Group of
States ("ACP countries"). It was signed in June 2000 in Cotonou, Benin's largest city,
by 78 ACP countries (Cuba did not sign) and the then fifteen Member States of the
European Union. It entered into force in 2003 and was subsequently revised in 2005
and 2010.

WORLD TRADE ORGANISATION
Malawi is a WTO member and is part of the WTO agreements. Through these
agreements, WTO members operate a non-discriminatory trading system that
spells out their rights and their obligations. Each country receives guarantees that
its exports will be treated fairly and consistently in other countries’ markets. Each
promises to do the same for imports into its own market. The system also gives
developing countries some flexibility in implementing their commitments. The
World Trade Organization (WTO) deals with the global rules of trade between
nations. Its main function is to ensure that trade flows as smoothly, predictably
and freely as possible.

THE CONTINENTAL FREE TRADE AREA
The continental free trade agreement is initiated by the African Union. The
agreement requires members to remove tariffs from 90% of goods, allowing free
access to commodities, goods and services across the continent. The United
Nations Economic Commission for Africa estimates that the agreement will boost
intra-African trade by 52% by 2022.
African heads of state gathered in Rwanda in March 2018 to sign the proposed
agreement. 44 of the 55 members of the African union did ratify the agreement .
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!
Map!of!the!African!Continental!Free!Trade!Area!with!initial!signatories!in!dark!green.!

Malawi is a signatory to this agreement.
South Africa, Sierra Leone, Namibia, Lesotho and Burundi have signed the
agreement in a later phase. Benin, Botswana, Eritrea, Guinea-Bissau, Nigeria and
Zambia did not sign the agreement. The president of Nigeria (the largest
economy in Africa) is reluctant to sign the agreement if it would hurt Nigerian
entrepreneurship and industry.
On the January 2020 African Union Assembly negotations are expected to be
concluded.

BILATERAL
Malawi maintains bilateral trade agreements with Mozambique, South Africa,
China, Zimbabwe and a customs agreement with Botswana.

COMESA AND SADC
Malawi is a member of the COMESA Customs Union and the SADC Free Trade
Area, which is governed by the SADC Protocol on Trade.
(Source: https://mitc.mw/trade/index.php/multi-lateral-agreements.html and
www.mcci.org)

Trade Relations with Flanders/Belgium
MALAWI IMPORT
Malawi imported goods worth EUR 2 154 million in 2017. Goods worth 31 million were
imported from Belgium in 2017. Belgian exports thus represents 1.4% of Malawian
imports.
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0,60%

Vehicles,for,transportation

1,10%

Fertilizers

1,20%

Electrical,devices,and,instruments

1%

Grain,and,pastries

1,40%
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1,40%

Dairy,,,eggs,and,honey

1,50%

Plastics,and,applications

1,60%

Machinery,and,equipment,

4,90%

Pharmaceutical,products

82,10%

Pharmaceuticals are the main Belgian exports to Malawi (82.1%).
MALAWI EXPORT
Malawi exported goods worth EUR 908 million in 2017. Goods worth EUR 174 million
were exported to Flanders. 19.1% of the total Malawian exports finds its destination
in Belgium.
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Tobacco and tobacco substitutes are main Malawian exports to Flanders (97.8%).

The share of Brussels and Wallonia in trade relations with Malawi is minimal.
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Source: Flanders Investment and Trade.

Social Context
Key indicators:
Life expectancy at birth: 63 (2016)
Child mortality rate (under five): 64 (per 1000 live births (2016)
HIV/AIDS prevalence: 9.77%, number 9 in the world (2017)
HIV/AIDS deaths: 26 700, number 11 in the world (2017)
Percentage of inhabitants living below the poverty line (USD 1.25): 71.4%
Percentage of inhabitants under the national poverty line: 50.7%
Ranking Human Development Index: 170/188, Belgium 21/188
Gini-index: (income inequality): 46.1
Ranking Gender Inequality Index: 145/188 (2015)
Employment Rate: 75.5%
Youth (15-24) Employment Rate: 8.9%
Mean years of schooling: 4.4 (2016)
Adult literacy rate (15 years and older): 65.8% (2016)
Despite the overall rather negative indicators represented in the first chapter (Facts
& Figures: Malawi at a glance and above) the human development in the country
shows some progress. The rate of enrolment in primary education has increased
between 2004-2013. The proportion of school-age children attending primary
school and the proportion of households with a member who had completed
primary school increased significantly (from 53% to 61% and from 41% to 52%
respectively). The low rates of pupils making the transition from primary to
secondary schooling and the low quality of the education offered remain the
biggest challenges in this field.
The rate of childhood malnutrition has declined: the rate of stunting in rural areas
declined from 54% in 2004 to 39% in 2015, and the overall proportion of underweight
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children declined from 18% to 12%. The rate of under-five infant mortality declined
from 133 to 64 deaths per 1000 live births.
With these positive achievement in health, nutrition and education Malawi has
achieved 4 out of 8 Millennium Development Goals in 2015.
However, poverty and inequality remain stubbornly high in Malawi. Poverty has
been increasing in rural areas where 85% of the population lives, compared to
urban areas where it fell significantly from 25 to 17%. A key obstacle to reducing
poverty is low agricultural productivity. The majority of the poor remain locked in
low productivity subsistence farming.
(Source: World Bank Economic Overview Malawi, Independent Commission for
Aid Impact (2016) Accessing, staying and succeeding in basi education – UK’s
aid’s support to marginalised girls, London and Governement of Malawi National
Statistical Office (2016) Demographic and Health Survey 2015-2016).
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Political situation
Overview of recent political events and evolutions

(Picture taken from Norad, country Evaluation Brief. Report 4/2017 and African Economic Outlook 2016).
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Democratic leadership, informal patronage
In 1994 Malawi experienced the first multiparty elections which ended more than
30 years of ‘president-for-life’ Hastings Kamuzu Banda. Malawi has since held
another four multiparty elections, every five years. All five elections have passed
relatively free and fair. Two presidents have stepped down, peacefully, after
electoral defeat. Malawi is therefore considered to be a “partly fee” democracy.
The introduction of formal electoral democracy have not, however, led to
economically favourable policies, economic growth, and prosperity.
The political scene is dominated by ethnic and regional politics over national issues.
The distribution of government contracts appears to be influenced by family ties,
ethnicity and political considerations. Moreover the public administration is highly
politicised. The delivery of public services seems to favour some groups and
marginalise others. Even tough politics operates in formal legal framework in reality
informal patronage networks rule the society.
(Source: Norad (2017) Country Evaluation Brief Malawi)

PRESDENTS SINCE INDEPENDENCE
Name

Tenure

Political affiliation

Hastings Banda

1966-1994

Malawi Congress Party

Bakili Muluzi

1994-2004

United Democratic Front

Bingu Wa Mutharika

2004-2012

United Democratic Front
– Democratic Progressive
Party

Joyce Banda

2012-2014

People’s Party

Peter Mutharika

2014-present

Democratic Progressive
Party

POLITICAL PARTIES
The$United$Democratic$Front$
The United Democratic Front was founded in 1992 by Bakili Muluzi who later
became elected as president in 1994. Muluzi remained in power until 2004. Bingu
wa Mutharika was elected president for the UDF in 2004. Muluzi did hold a strong
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influence in the party. Therefore Mutharika left the UDF and formed his own party,
the DPP in 2005.
The$Democratic$Progressive$Party$
The DPP is a spin off of the United Democratic Front UDF. Founded by Bingu wa
Mutharika, the newly elected UDF president, in 2005. Many UDF members followed
Mutharika. And Mutharika and the DPP won the elections in 2009. Bingu wa
Mutharika began to treat Peter Mutharika, his brother, as his successor.
The$People’s$Party$$
Inside the DPP Joyce Banda, Vice President at that time, refused to move, and
started her own party the People’s Party but remained Vice President.
When Bingu wa Mutharika died in office in 2012, Joyce Banda was still Vice
President and succeeded Bingu wa Mutharika as president, leaving his brother
Peter Mutharika and the DPP in the opposition.
After the cashgate scandal in 2014 Joyce Banda lost the elections to Peter
Mutharika of the DPP.
In the 2019 presidential elections Joyce Banda will run again. The PP won the
majority of votes in the Northern region during the last elections.
The$Malawi$Congress$Party$
In the 25 years of multiparty elections the MCP has failed to gain the power.
Nevertheless the MCP stays relevant due to a very strong party structure and its
experience as leader of the opposition since the start of the multiparty politics. The
party also succeeded to distance itself from the one-party rule of Kamuzu Banda.
Lazarus Chakwera is the party leader and presidential candidate. The party is
mainly supported in the central region, surrounding the capital Lilongwe. The party
was aid to have strong chances to seize power in the 2019 elections but the new
United Transformation Movement affects these chances.
The$United$Transformation$Movement$
In June 2018, Vice President Saulos Chilima, announced his departure from the DPP
and launched an new political organization: the United Transformation Movement.
Chilima focuses on anti-corruption and revealed a corruption scandal of internal
theft at Escom, the national energy provider. As an aconomist Chilima pledges he
will create one million jobs in first year of his term. Further Chilima also gets the
support of the political opposition in the Southern region where the Land Reform
has had severe impact in local power bases.

Capital Hill Cashgate Scandal
At Capital Hill, the seat of the Malawian government, a massive corruption scandal
came to light in September 2013. The scandal has been uncovered during the early
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presidency of Joyce Banda but is believed to have begun prior to the start of her
presidency. At that time an accounts assistant in the Ministry of Environment was
found with several thousand US dollars in his car. One week thereafter the Budget
Director in the Ministry of Finance was shot outside his home and several civil
servants were found hiding large sums of money. After the scandal came to light,
the ritish Government sponsored an independent audit into the scandal, focusing
on transactions made through Malawi’s electronic financial management system.
The audit revealed that 16 Malawian companies received illicit payments from the
Government for goods and services that were never performed. It was an
estimated amount of 32 million USdollar that has been stolen during the six month
period that was assessed by the auditors. More than 70 people were arrested in
connection to the scandal, many of whom have been brought to justice and
convicted. President Joyce Banda fired her entire cabinet. The German
Government initiated another audit to assess potential theft dating back to 2009,
under the presidency of Bingu wa Mutharika. Several donor countries have since
suspended foreign aid funding to Malawi especially the direct budget support.
Cashgate remains a crucial political dispute in Malawi. As a result of the cash gate
scandal Joyce Banda lost the elections in 2014 to current president Peter
Mutharika and his Democratic Progressive Party (DPP). Although there ballege
Banda’s guilt. Likewise, Banda and her People’s Party (PP) have long speculated
both Mutharikas’ involvement in Cashgate, citing the mysterious murder of the
head of Malawi’s Anti-Corruption Bureau, a failure to enact financial reforms and
suspicious wealth accumulation of high-ranking DPP members. However, no link
between either the former or current President Mutharika and Cashgate has been
established.The cashgate scandal led donors to freeze general budget support.
Today, donor confidence in the government remains low and general budget
support remains suspended. But donors have found alternative structures for
support via the World Bank and NGO’s.
The next elections are due in 2019 and corruption within the state institutions will
remain a crucial topic.
(Source: World Bank Economic Overview Malawi and Wikipedia).

Presidential elections May 2019
EVER PRESENT CORRUPTION SCANDALS
Malawi made international deadlines in 2013 and 2014 when the Cashgate
scandal was revealed. Whil the scandal was uncovered during Joyce Banda’s
presidency, illegal practices date back to Bingu wa Mutharika’s presidency. As a
reaction the 2014 election campaign was highly focused on the fight against
corruption. The later elected president Peter Mutharika pledged to fight corruption
in the government. But gross corruption has not ceased since then. In 2017 the
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‘Maizgate’ scandal eventually led to a court injunction for the minister of
agriculture George Chaponda. And in June 2018 a leaked Anti-Corruption Bureau
report linked Peter Mutharika to misappropriated funds. Corruption is a common
factor in the political playing field. A 2017 Afrobarometer survey on corruption
found that more than seven out of ten Malawians considered that corruption had
increased over the past year.

THE CONTROVERSIAL 2016 LAND REFORM AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
POWER DISTRIBUTION
In 2016 the national assembly, under leadership of president Mutharika’s
government passed new land laws, known as the ‘Land Reform’. The new Land
Act and Customary Land Act aims to transform the land tenure system, now largely
based on customary tenure, to a registered land title system.
In Malawi there were three categories of land: public land held by the government,
private land granted under colonial era and customary land under trustee of
traditional leaders. It is estimated that around 80% of land in Malawxi falls under
customary land. The 2016 land reform drastically changes the status of customary
land but leaves the other two categories untouched. The initial ambition to change
the status of colonial freeholds met intense opposition from freehold owners.
Eventually the reform only affects customary land, installing a system of customary
estate which allows individuals to register plots of customary land in their name. The
traditional leaders, who were in charge of customary land must register and
administrate these etsates and see their power limited by a strict regulatory
framework. Eventually the transformation will diminish the role of traditional leaders
in land management and will potentially lead to local opposition. Since colonial
rule the traditional authorities have played a central role in Malawian society,
especially in land allocation. In an agrarian country the to allocate land yields a
lot of influence and political power. Especially in the Southern region of Malawi
(Thyolo and Mulanje) where large tea estates (colonial legacies) are situated the
political activism around land issues is strong. Whereas the 2016 Land Reform initially
aimed to change the freehold land titles granted during colonial rule, the
government did not hold that promise. As a result the ruling DPP experiences
growing opposition in its traditional powerbase the Southern region.

MULTIPARTY ALLIANCES
With four established major parties and serious contenders the chances of winning
an outright majority are small. Electoral alliances and political working relations
become more and more general practice in Malawian politics. The DPP and the
UDF have formed an alliance during the last presidential term and the media
speculates they will repeat an alliance in the next term. Similarly the PP and the
UTM are said to form an electoral alliance. These alliances are focused on
combining voter bases rather than issue-based agendas. The Malawian political
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context is slowly evolving pst pure regional and ethnic dynamics into issue-based
politics.
(Source: Wikipedia and Stephanie Regalia (2019) ‘The Road to the 2019 Tripartite
Elections: Reflections on Corruption, Land and Multiparty Politics in Nots d’Ifri, Sub
Saharan Africa Center).
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Entrepreneurial context
The private sector
Malawi scores low in terms of business and investment climate. On the Ease of
Doing Business ranking (WB 2016), Malawi ranks 133 out of 190 countries. On the
Global Competitiveness Index Malawi ranks 134 out of 138 countries.
Private enterprises play a key economic role as providers of goods and services, as
importers and exporters and as employers and tax payers. In the case of Malawi,
there is only a very small formal economy. According to the Welfare Monitoring
Survey, about 2.5% of the labour force works for private businesses and 1.1% works
on estates, adding up to about 222 000 formal private sector employees, while
another 3.6% works in the public sector. Hence, out of a labor force of close to
6 100 000 only 440 000 work in the formal sector, leaving over 5.5 million either
unemployed, employed in subsistence farming or in the informal sector.
(Source: Ministry of Trade & Industry Malawi ‘Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises
Policy Strategy for the Republic of Malawi 2012-2017 (2012)).
The business structure of the country has been characterized as one of a ‘missing
middle’. There is a sizeable group of larger firms, most of them in agricultural
processing, trading or retail. On the other hand of the spectrum there is a vast
number of household and micro-enterprises engaged in sales and small-scale
manufacturing. The absence of a large group of middle-sized companies may
suggest that the current business environment constraints growth opportunities for
small-sized companies and favors those with established networks. Very few smallscale companies develop into medium-sized enterprises.

Major constraints for private sector development
The Malawian economy faces several severe challenges which hamper the growth
of the private sector.

ACCES TO FINANCE
Acces to finance is known to be one of the main obstacles to investment in Malawi.
In particular in the case of small firms. The World Bank Enterprise Survey
demonstrated that 79% of large firms (more than 100 employees) had contracted
loans in the year prior to the survey while only 63% of businesses with 10-49
employees and 33% of businesses with less than 5 employees had done so. Smaller
enterprises mostly source their working capital from within their business. Compared
to neighbouring countries and other countries in sub-Saharan Africa Malawi’s
lending rates are structurally high (Malawi is found in the 90th percentile worldwide).
Between 2012 – 2017 nominal lending rates have been very high (between 30 and
42%). The high interest rates are mainly caused by high inflation combined with
tight monetary policy, limited competition, and high cost of providing banking
services . Luckily in 2017 interest rates softened: base lending rates from some
commercial banks lowered to 23%, compared to an average of 33% across banks
in December 2016.
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(Source:
The
World
Bank,
Malawi
Economic
https://mwnation.com/2017-year-interest-rates-softened/

Monitor

2016

and

ELECTRICITY
Only 9% of the Malawian population has access to electricity. Malawi relies on the
Shire river hydro power installation for generation. The power generation is
insufficient and unreliable. ESCOM, the Elektricity Supply Corporation of Malawi, is
not considered as reliable and most firms try to find alternatives for energy supply
(renewable energy, coal and expensive diesel-run generators). Demand for power
is rising while the generation capacity is not sufficient even for the current demand.
Malawi is not connected to the Southern Africa Power Pool (SAPP) and therefore
not yet able to trade in electricity.
Malawian entrepreneurs are facing frequent electricity outages. The dramatic
power situation is causing additional challenges for entrepreneurs:
-!

The productivity is limited

-!

The need to buy expensive back-up fuel

-!

Lack of power leads to low penetration of irrigation solutions, further limiting
productivity

The changes in weather patterns influence the predictability of rains and hence of
generation by hydro power. While Malawi’s grid electricity is reasonably low-cost,
the costs for enterprises is very high because they have to invest in back-up
generating capacity.
In 2018 the EU delegation to Malawi and the German Development Bank
approved an investment grant of EUR 20 million for the funding of the Malawian
side of the Mozambique-Malawi Interconnector. The Mozambique-Malawi
Interconnector will enable Malawi to import power from other Southern African
countries to ease domestic power shortages. The Interconnector is expected to be
finished by 2020.
(Source: Chilima, E., Mwanza, W., Clarke G., Record, R. (2016) Malawi Investment
Climate Assessment, A Review of Challenges Faced by the Private Sector. World
Bank Group and USAID (2016) Malawi Private Sector Engagement Assessment).

CORRUPTION
In 2014, 24% of companies reported having been asked for bribes by public officials
over the previous year, while only 13.7% reported having been asked in 2008.
Overall, one in five interactions with public sector institutions was reported to have
involved bribes. Overall the perception among enterprises of corruption as a major
constraint is relatively better in Malawi (30.1%) than in the sub-Saharan region
(41.3%).

TAX RATES
In the 2014 enterprise survey, tax rates were mentioned as number four on the list
of obstacles to private sector development in the country. 35.6% of the responders
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identifies tax rates as a major constraint compared to 15.6% in 2008. While in 2008
the complaints about tax rates came from large scale enterprises in 2014 it was
mostly from SME’s

Low capacity utilization versus relative high labor
productivity
Because of the challenging business environment manufacturing companies state
they are only able to realize 68% of the output they would be able to produce
given their equipment and manpower. Besides the low capacity utilization Malawi
tends to have a relative high labor productivity. Most businesses don’t identify
educational ability of workers and labor costs as a major constraint. While 40.8% of
firms in Tanzania see these as a major constraint, only 11.9% do so in Malawi. These
figures reflect the relative high capital intensity of Malawi’s businesses. The labor
productivity in Malawi (measured in terms of value added per worker) stands at
more than USD 5000. This is higher than in all of its neighbouring countries. But this
does not automatically mean that Malawian workers demonstrate a high level of
productivity since Malawi’s businesses also utilize a comparatively high level of
capital per worker. The total factor productivity (TFP), a measure of how efficiently
companies utilize their combined inputs of capital and labor inputs, ranks Malawi
higher in relation to its comparable neighbouring countries.
Overall we can conclude that the productivity is higher in Malawi than what would
be expected from the low average income level and the slow economic growth
of the last years.
(Source: Record, R. Hemphill and Chilima, E. (2016) ‘Malawi’s undersized private
sector: What are Constraints to higher Productivity and Increased Competitiveness’
Malawi Country Economic Memorandum background paper series, The World
Bank and Chilima, E. Mwanza, W. Clarke, G. Record, R. (2016) ‘Malawi Investment
Climate Assessment, the World Bank Group)

Entrepreneurship Development
Entrepreneurship development needs more support in Malawi, given existing talent
and potential. The growth of micro-, small- and medium-size entreprises (MSMEs)
could be enhanced through better business support services, improving access to
finance and creating stronger linkages to markets. A coherent and co-ordinated
approach to entrepreneurial development to spur industrialisation is needed.
(Sources: World Economic Forum 2017, Norad (2017) Country Evaluation Brief
Malawi).
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Micro, small and medium sized enterprises in Malawi
(MSME’s)
The working definition for MSME’s presented in the 2012 Malawi MSME survey is
represented in the table below:
Official definition of MSME’s in Malawi
Enterprise size
No. of employees
Micro
1-4
Small
5-20
Medium
21-100
Large
100+
The size of the MSME sector in Malawi has been estimated by the Malawi National
Gemini Baseline Survey (2000). It noted that, at that time, micro and small
enterprises contributed income to about 25% of Malawian households, employed
about 38% of the country’s labor force and contributed about 15.6% to GDP. The
vast majority of these enterprises were located in the rural parts of the country. The
2012 Malawi MSME Survey provides an update. It found that there were some
758 118 small business owners in the countriy, operating 987 480 enterprises. Due to
Malawi’s highly rural population most MSMEs in Malawi are active in the agricultural
sector and operate on small pieces of land. Many are rural, family-run, husbandand-wife firms that serve mainly to provide subsistence income. They are often
established a result of a decline in formal employment or other incomes, rather
than a response to opportunities in times of economic growth. The National
Industrial Policy (2016) states that MSMEs support most of the population and
generate nearly two thirds of overall business turnover.
(Source: Ministry of Trade and Industry Malawi (2012) ‘Micro Small and Medium
Enterprises Policy Strategy for the Republic of Malawi and Ministry of Industry, Trade
and Tourism Malawi (2016) National Industrial Policy).

Government Policy towards private sector development
MSME POLICY
The government of Malawi developed the first MSME Policy Statement in 1998. The
Micro Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME) Policy Strategy, ‘Enabling Enterprise
Growth in Malwai’ published by Malawi’s Ministry of Trade & Industry in 2012
updated the existing policy. The 2012 policy targets focuses on six pillars to improve
MSME competitiveness and economic performance in Malawi:
1.! Policy Implementation and Integration: enable an institutional framework
that supports and facilitates MSME growth in Malawi.
2.! Improve the operations of value chains
3.! Improve access to finance
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4.! Improve Business Development Support Services to MSMEs
5.! Improve information, skills, standards and technology
6.! Promote an enabling legal and regulatory environment

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL POLICY
In april 2016 the National Industrial Policy, was published by the Ministry of Industry,
Trade and Tourism. This policy is aligned with the National Export Strategy (2012)
and the Vision 2020, the Malawi Growth and Development Strategy II (MGDSII).
As described above, Malawi’s economy is predominantly agricultural.
Manufacturing represents a much smaller proportion of the economy. In order to
achieve structural transformation the government of Malawi aims at a large scale
industrialization of the country. Therefore agro-processing, and its ability to export,
forms the back bone of Malawi’s industrialization programme. In the National
Industrial Policy the importance of the participation of MSMEs in manufacturing
(and agro-processing in particular) is emphasized. The focal points of the NIP are:
strengthening of skills and technology, developing an enabling environment for the
manufacturing sector, increase acces to business services, support infrastructure
and safeguard the sustainability.
The NIP is targeted at the following export clusters and import substitution sectors
based on:
-!
-!
-!
-!
-!
-!

The clusters competitiveness
The potential for added value
The degree of spill overs in the economy
Projections of local and regional demand
Existing resource and production base
Development risk

Export$clusters$
-!
-!
-!

Oil seeds and products from oil seeds
Sugar cane and products from sugar cane
Manufacturing, which includes agro-processing of other crops that grow
well in Malawi (such as maize, wheat, rice, cassava, pigeon peas),
beverages, (including dairy), plastics and packaging an assembly

Sectors$for$import$substitution$$
-!
-!
-!

Wood products
Leather and leather products
Pharmaceutical products

(Source: Ministry of Trade and Industry Malawi (2012) ‘Micro Small and Medium
Enterprises Policy Strategy for the Republic of Malawi and Ministry of Industry, Trade
and Tourism Malawi (2016) National Industrial Policy).
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OTHER RELEVANT NATIONAL POLICIES
The Malawi 2020 Vision was adopted in 1998, providing a framework for the
implementation of short- and medium-term plans for development in agriculture,
food an nutrition. It identifies agriculture and food security as key priority areas to
foster economic growth and development. This long-term vision has been
translated into a medium-term policy framework for social and economic
development, namely the Malawi Growth and Development Strategy (MGDS). The
primary objective of MGDS I (2006-2011) MGDS II (2012-2016) and MGDS III (20172022) is to reduce poverty through sustainable economic growth and infrastructure
development, focusing on agriculture and food security as a key priority area. The
Strategy seeks to increase agricultural productivity and diversification for
sustainable economic growth. Currently, the country is also implementing the
Economic Recovery Plan–ERP (2012) aiming at restoring economic stability through
commercial agriculture, tourism, energy, mining and infrastructure development.
Another strategy, running parallel to and complementing the ERP, is the National
Export Strategy –NES (2013–2018), developed in 2012 to boost domestic and
external trade. Furthermore, the strategy aims at improving the competitiveness of
Malawian products as well as economically empowering farmers, with a focus on
the poorest and most vulnerable groups. In order to achieve agricultural
development goals and to meet Comprehensive African Agricultural
Development Programme (CAADP) targets, Malawi developed the Agriculture
Sector-Wide Approach, ASWAp I (2011-2015) and ASWAp II (2017-2020). This
national plan advocates for and drives strategic investment towards programmes
and initiatives that fall under three distinct pillars: (1) food security and risk
management; (2) commercial agriculture, agro-processing, and market
development; and (3) sustainable agricultural land and water management. The
second ASWAp focuses on 1) sustainable agricultural productivity and
diversification; 2) Improvement of rural roads to enhance acces to markets; 3)
institutional Development and Capacity Building for National Irrigation Policy and
National Agriculture Policy and 4) Project Coordination and Management. Both
plans are financed by the International Development Association of the World
Bank Group.
(Source: FAO Country Fact Sheet on food and Agricultural Policy Trends Malawi

General overview entrepreneurship in Malawi
NUMBER OF MALAWIANS IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND THE NATURE OF
THEIR BUSINESSES
The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) is a worldwide analysis of
entrepreneurial attitudes, activities and growth expectations. The GEM (2012)
demonstrated that 36% of the adult population were in the process of starting up
a business or were running a business of max 3.5 years old. This is higher than the
average of 24% for countries in the sub Sahran region. Hence about 2.3 million
adults were either starting up or running young businesses. There is clearly a high
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level of entrepreneurial activity in Malawi but the GEM also demonstrated that only
11% of adults were involved in established businesses enterprises.
Most businesses are in consumer services (both new 77% and established 54%). This
includes retail, motor vehicle, lodging, restaurant, personal services, health,
education and social services and recreational services.
Men are more likely to start a business than women (39% of men and 32% of
women). Choices of most men to start up a business are based upon seeing an
opportunity in the market while most women choose to start a business because
they have no other choice to generate an income.
Young people (18 to 34) in Malawi are more entrepreneurial than their counterparts
in the sub-Saharan African region. 41% of 25-34 year Malawians are involved in new
businesses; compared to the regional average of 34%.
In Malawi 68% of entrepreneurs have not received secondary training (the highest
rate in the GEM study).

SUSTAINABILITY AND EMPLOYMENT CREATION
In 2012 81% of new entrepreneurs were the sole individuals in their enterprise while
19% had between one and five employees. 41% of these new companies expect
to create 1-5 jobs within the next 5 years. Only 2% expect to hire between 6 and 19
employees in the next five years. The current job creation is new companies is low.
Despite the high incidence of business start-ups, the business failure rate (the
number of businesses that close down during the early stage) is 29%, the highest
among countries participating in the GEM surveys.
The main reason for closing down a business is ‘not being profitable’ (39%), but
secondly for not getting the necessary fionance (30%), followed by personal issues
(11%) and other job or business opportunities (7%).

MALAWI’S ENTREPRENEURIAL LANDSCAPE:
NECESSITY- DRIVEN ENTREPRENEURSHIP

OPPORTUNITY-

VS

As has been demonstrated above Malawi has a high incidence of business startups but experiences at the same time a high very high business failure rate and
hence a low rate of established businesses.
The drivers for starting up a business are divers: some people may decide to start
up a business because they have no other work options but need an income
(necessity driven entrepreneurship) , other entrepreneurs start a business to exploit
an existing opportunity in the market(opportunity driven entrepreneurship). The
GEM data indicate that 43% of new Malawian entrepreneurs start business
because they have seen an opportunity in the market, and 42% because they do
not have any other work option. Opportunity-driven entrepreneurship was more
prevalent among men, and necessity-driven entrepreneurship more dominant
among women. Opportunity-driven entrepreneurship has proven to be more likely
to be sustainable, to grow and create employment.
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Eraly stage
entrepreneurial
activivty

Established
business ownership
rate

Discontinuation of
business

Necessity-driven

Opportunity-driven

Malawi
36%
11%
29%
42%
43%

(Source: The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (2012) Highlights from the GEM
Malawi Report).

Ease of doing business in Malawi

(Picture taken from World Bank Group (2018) Doing Business, Reforming to Create
Jobs and Acemoglu, T, Collier, P., Johnson, S., Klein, M., Wheeler, G. (2013) A Review
of Doing Business).
The yearly doing business report developed by the World Bank Group compares
business regulations for domestic firms in 190 economies. The doing business report
was launched in 2002 and first published in 2003, it looks at domestic small- and
medium-size companies and measures the regulations applying them through their
life cycle. The report provides quantitative indicators giving a unique insight in
business climate of an economy.
The distance to frontier (DTF) measure shows the disctance of each economy to
the ‘frontier’, which represents the best performance observed on each of the
indicators across all economies in the Doing Business sample since 2005. An
economy’s distance to frontier is reflected on a scale from 0 to 100, where 0
represents the lowest performance and 100 represents the frontier. The ease of
doing business ranking ranges from 1 to 190.
Malawi ranks 110 out of 190 on the Ease of Doing Bussiness (EODB) scale.
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The DTF (distance to frontier, see explanation above) for Malawi is 58.94. Malawi
scores a little better than its comparable neighbour Mozambique (DTF 54 and rank
138) but significantly lower than Rwanda (DTF 73.40, rank 41).
Although the Ease of Doing Business ranking is often perceived as an inspiration for
countries to reform business policies and laws it also receives a lot of criticism.
EOB doesn’t tell the whole story:
-! Doing business measures the legal framework, rules and procedures but not
the actual practice
-! It doesn’t cover the reality of small firms in developing economies because
most operate in the informal sector
-! EOB doesn’t deal with corruption
-! EOB is said to favour the interest of business over that of citizen more broadly
-! EOB advocates a “one-size fits all” ideology
In reviewing the EOB report for Malawi it is important to bear the above in mind.
Below, we will cover the topics and indicators which are included in the Ease of
Doing Business ranking.

STARTING A BUSINESS
Starting up a business in Malawi requires to complete 7 procedures. While in subSahara Africa in general there are 7.6 procedures to complete. The time required
to complete these procedures is 37 calendar days in Malawi (24 in sub-Sahara
Africa). The cost involved in setting up a business account for 44.6% of the income
per capita. In sub- Sahara Africa in general these costs are 49.9% while in OECD
high income countries these costs account for 3.1% of the per capita income.
For the total indicator ‘Starting up a business’ Malawi’s distance to frontier is 76.43
and Malawi ranks 152 out of 190 on this topic.

DEALING WITH CONSTRUCTION PERMITS
The second indicator in the EOB is the procedures, time and cost to build a
warehouse (including receiving license, permits, receiving all necessary inspections
and obtaining utility connections). In Malawi to construct a warehouse one needs
to complete 13 procedures (average in sub- Sahara Africa is 14,8) and it takes 153
days (average sub-Sahar Africa is 147,5). The costs to get all necessary permits is
1,6% of the total warehouse value (while 9,9% in sub- Sahara Africa). For the total
indicator ‘dealing with construction permits’ Malawi’s distance to frontier is 59,22
and it ranks 144 out of 190 on this topic.
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GETTING ELECTRICITY
This topic measures the procedures, time and cost for a business to obtain an
electricity connection. To get an electricity connection in Malawi will take an
entrepreneur in Malawi 6 procedures and 127 days. The costs to be connected to
the electric grid are very high 2341,6% of the per capita income but not higher than
in the rest of Sub Sahar Africa (3737%). Malawi’s distance to frontier on this topic is
43,43 and Malawi ranks 166 out of 190.

REGISTERING PROPERTY
Registering property requires 6 (6,2 in sub- Sahara Africa) procedures and 69 days
in Malawi (59,3 in sub-Sahar Africa). The cost is 1,6% of the per capita income (7,8%
in sub-Sahara Africa). Malawi’s distance to frontier in this topic is 62,45 and Malawi
ranks 96 out of 190.

GETTING CREDIT
The getting credit topic covers two issues: 1) the legal rights of borrowers and
lenders in secured transaction and bankruptcy laws and 2) the coverage, scope
and quality of credit information available through credit registries and bureaus.
On this topic Malawi ranks 6 out of 190, remarkably high considering the overall
performance of Malawi in the ranking. The DTF is 90.
This topic reflects the above mentioned critique that EOB doesn’t necessarily
reflects the actual practice. It is based in the current legal framework and existing
procedures. The rules and regulations seem to be very favourable toward getting
credit. Nevertheless in all scientific literature the lack of acces is considered to be
a major impediment for the growth of the private sector in Malawi. There clearly is
a gap between the formal regulations about getting credit and the actual
practice.

PROTECTING MINORITY INVESTORS
For the protection of minority investors Malawi ranks 96 and the DTF is 51.67 (subSaharan Africa 43.72).

PAYING TAXES
This indicator records the taxes and mandatory payments that a medium-sized
company must pay or withhold in a given year and it also measures the
administrative burden in paying taxes and contributions. Entrepreneurs in Malawi
are required to make 35 payments per year (37.2 in sub-Sahara Africa). The tile
spend to execute these payments is 177.5 hours (280.8 hours in sub-Sahara Africa).
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34.5% of the profit is to be contributed to taxes (46.8% in sub-Sahara Africa and
40.1% in OECD high income countries). Malawi’s distance to frontier is 62.10 and
ranks 134 out of 190.

TRADING ACROSS BORDERS
The time and costs related to the process of importing and exporting goods is
measured in the ‘trading across borders’ indicator. When considering the time and
costs for importing and the time and costs for exporting Malawi ranks 117 out of 190
and its distance to frontier is 65.29, whereas the regional average for Sub-Sahara
Africa is 52.56.

ENFORCING CONTRACTS
For enforcing contracts Malawi ranks 151 (out of 190) and its DTF is 45.55 (in
comparison, the regional average for Sub-Sahara Africa is 48.18).

RESOLVING INSOLVENCY
For resolving insolvency Malawi ranks 138 (out of 190) and its DTF is 33.28 (in
comparison, the regional average for Sub-Sahara Africa is 30.28).

CONCLUSION
Malawi improved its ranking position from 133 (2016) to 110 (2017 and 2018). Its DTF
has risen from 52.61 (2017) to 58.94 (2018).
Which means Malawi improved by 6.33 percentage points. Malawi improved its
business regulations as captured by the Doing Business indicators in absolute terms.
The development means that the country is narrowing the gap with the global
regulatory frontier.
(Source: World Bank Group (2018) Doing Business, Reforming to Create Jobs and
Acemoglu, T, Collier, P., Johnson, S., Klein, M., Wheeler, G. (2013) A Review of Doing
Business).
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Investment opportunities in Malawi
The Malawian Government is eager to attract foreign direct investement.
The Malawi Investment and Trade Center (MITC) is mandated to promote, attract,
encourage, facilitate and support domestic and foreign investment and trade and
publishes an “Investors Guide”, which is found on their website. In late 2014 the
government prepared a list of investment opportunities in Malawi. The Investment
Compendium is also available on the website.
The Malawi Investment and Trade Center’s One Stop Center offers assistance on
how to deal with relevant procedures and regulations. In general there are
adequate legal instruments to protect investors. Foreign investors are generally
accorded national treatment (except for land ownership, mining activities and
privatisation of state owned companies there exist some limitations).
www.mitc.mw
https://mitc.mw/invest/#

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
-!
-!
-!
-!

There is a demand for computers, pharmaceuticals, used clothing
telecommunications equipment, used trucks and agricultural machinery.
In the agricultural sector, legumes (such as soybeans, peanuts and pigeon
peas), corn, sugarcane and poultry represent areas for possible investment.
Investment opportunities exist in mining and energy, including electricity
generation.
President Mutharika has made positive statements urging his government
to take actions to attract investors.

MARKET CHALLENGES
-!
-!
-!
-!

High transport costs due to Malawi’s landlocked position Transport costs
can constitute more than 30% of the country’s total import and export bill.
Ubreliable power and water supplies/ Only 10% of Malawian have acces to
electricity (2-3% in rural areas).
Political risk: tendency to make significant changes to jey policies and
regulations affecting businesses’ profitability.
Longstanding commercial relationships with South Africa, Malawi’s primary
supplier of imported goods.

LEADING SECTORS FOR EXPORTS AND INVESTMENTS
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Energy$$
The very low electrification rate of Malawi and the fact that Malawi has one of the
most severely constrained power sectors in sub-Saharan Africa explains why
electricity generation is a very high priority in the country. ESCOM, the national
power utility is lagging behind in realizing additional capacity. Several power
supply projects are currently being implemented but additional projects will be
needed and reform of the power sector is necessary.
Agricultural Sector
Agriculture is the sector in which Malawi competes most successfully in
international markets. Tobacco, tea, sugar and coffee are Malawi’s most
important cash crops. Agricultural diversification is crucial for the Malawian
economy. Opportunities for investment in irrigation exist in Malawi’s still largely rainfed agricultural sector (out of the 400 000 hectares of land suitable for irrigation only
74 000 hectares are currently under irrigation).
Opportunities in:
-! Soy bean processing
-! Groundnuts
-! Maize
-! Pigeon Peas
-! Sugarcane
-! Dairy Industry
-! Livestock Farming
Telecommunications$
The telecommunications sector is fast-growing but still underdeveloped in Malawi.
Telephone penetration rates in Malawi are the lowest in the Southern African
Development Community (SADC) region. Mobile phone penetration in Malawi is
38%. The government plans to increase the number of operators to bring efficiency
to the sector.
Mining$and$Minerals$
Malawi’s long term goal is to increase the mineral sector’s contribution to GDP.
Several international companies have been actively engaged in mineral
exploration and mine development.
Computers$$
Malawi has no import duties on computers and accessories.
Aid$Projects$
The massive donor support to Malawi has created opportunities for foreign
businesses to supply materials, equipment and expertise for donor-financed
projects in various areas. There is particular opportunity in providing medical
supplies and equipment.
(Source: US Commercia Service ‘Doing business in Malawi: 206 Country
Commercial Guide for US Companies).
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Synergy
Flemish Government Development Cooperation
FLEMISH DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION WITH MALAWI SINCE 2007
COUNTRY STRATEGY PAPER 2019-2023
The Country Strategy Paper Flanders Malawi 2019-2023 is the result of the dialogue
between the governments of Malawi and Flanders and defines the collaboration
for the next 5 years. Since 2007 the Flanders Department of Foreign Affairs is active
in Malawi. The first Country Strategy Paper 2009-2013 focused on Health and Food
Security. The second Country Strategy Paper focused on Agriculture and Food
Security. The decision to narrow the focus of the collaboration is based upon the
fact that the agricultural sector remains the backbone of the Malawian economy
and on the fact that food security is a basic need for the wellbeing of the Malawian
people. With a focus on agricultural extension work, linking of agricultural
producers to markets and sustainable land management the Flemish Government
continues to develop its added value within the agricultural sector in Malawi and
engages to facilitate expertise-based collaboration between Malawian partners
and Flemish actors if possible and relevant.
The country strategy paper 2019-2023 is aligned with the relevant policies of the
Malawian Government (the Malawi Growth and Development Strategy (MGDS)
and the National Agricultural Policy. The Country Strategy Paper contributes to the
Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development (Sustainable Development Goals).
Each country strategy paper includes a financial contribution of €25 million.
The Flemish Government doesn’t execute programme activities but finances
instead development actors to realise the formulated country strategy. In the
period 2007-2017 the main executing partners were government institutions, in
particular the Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation and Water Development and the
Ministry of Health and Agricultural Training Institutes. The financed development
projects are executed by a mix of actors: international organisations, local NGO’s,
civil society organisations, research institutes and the private sector.
Exchange works in synergy with the development agenda of the Flamish
Government in Malawi.
(Source: Flemish Department of Foreign Affairs ‘Landenstrategienota VlaanderenMalawi 2019-2023’).
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Interesting websites for information
regarding Malawi
http://www.malawitradeportal.gov.mw/index.php?r=site/index
https://www.mccci.org/
https://mitc.mw/trade/index.php/business-registration.html
http://www.nsomalawi.mw/

Representation and Economical missions
The key to doing successful business abroad is above all selecting the right partners
that can guide and assist you on this exciting challenge. The organizations listed
below can assist companies that are looking to do business in Malawi in any
possible way. Some organizations focus on export and import while other focus on
business investments. Other organizations will guide you in the administrative side
of business, others on the legal side.

Belgium
Malawian Embassy in Belgium

Ambassador
Address

Phone number

H.E. Tedson Aubrey Kalebe
Avenue Herrmann-Debroux, 46
B-1160 Brussels
Belgium
+32 (0)2.231.09.80
+32 (0)2.231.10.66
embassy.malawi@skynet.be
http://www.embassymalawi.be/

E-mail
Website
Tags
!! Diplomacy
The Malawian Embassy in Belgium should always be your starting point if you consider doing
business or investing in Malawi. The embassy can provide you with a wide range of info
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about the business climate in Malawi going from economic policies to useful contacts. They
can also give you advice on practical matters such as required documentation, which
bank to choose and which official institutions to register at.
$

Federal Public Service Foreign Affairs (FPS)

Address

Phone number
E-mail
Website
Tags

Rue des Petits Carmes 15
1000 Brussels
BELGIUM
02 501 81 11
Contact
form
on
https://diplomatie.belgium.be/en/Contact !
https://diplomatie.belgium.be/en!

website:

!! Economic policies
!! Business Regulations
The FPS is the official institution collecting and distributing information about Belgian foreign
policies. On their website you can find a lot of relevant information such as documentation
on economic and trade-related matters, information on regulations governing trade,
information on commercial activities, details of market opportunities, customs regulations,
collecting and passing on business proposals, regulations and possibilities for claiming back
VAT, information on companies' right of establishment and company law, cooperation with
and participation in foreign stock markets.
Moreover, FPS is charged with the task of organizing study days, seminars and colloquiums
organisation of missions, assisting missions organised by federal and regional authorities,
trade associations, clubs of exporting companies, organisation of competitions to award
prizes to companies or individuals which/who have made a special contribution towards
promoting Belgian exports, production of magazines or special publications.
Lastly, they can also provide you with the contacts of the Chambers of Commerce and
Belgian Business Clubs in the foreign country.
Finexpo
Finexpo is an inter-ministerial advisory committee managed by the Administration of Foreign
Affairs. Finexpo handles the files submitted by companies and/or banks that request
government support for their export credit.
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Finexpo provides 6 concessional services (gift, interest payment with or without gift, mixed
credit, technical assistance, unbound loan from state to state, SME instrument) and 1
commercial service (interest stabilization).

The Belgian Foreign Trade Agency and Federal Public
Service Foreign Affairs (BFTA) (ABH-ACE)

Address

Phone number
E-mail
Website
Tags

Belgian Foreign Trade Agency
Rue Montoyer 3
1000 Brussels
BELGIUM
+ 32 2 206 35 11
secretariat@abh7ace.be!!
https://www.abh7ace.be/en!

!! Export
!! Investment
The Belgian Foreign Trade Agency (BFTA) operates at the service of three Regional bodies
for export promotion: FIT in Flanders, BIE in Brussels and AWEX in Wallonia. Furthermore, it is
operating at the service of FPS Foreign Affairs. Consequently, it offers a platform where the
regional jurisdiction of International Trade and the federal jurisdiction of International Politics
can meet.
The agency offers 5 major services:
1.! Economical Missions: BFTA organizes economical mission in collaboration with FIT,
BIE, AWEX and FPS. These missions are open for members of the regional agencies
and incorporate the international politics by inviting the king, his ambassadors
and/or ministers of foreign affairs. These mission give a lot of
2.! Trade4U: The agency offers a mobile app (Trade4U) at a yearly price of €150.
Trade4U functions as a platform to send targeted international opportunities to the
subscribed companies. Moreover, the app distributes useful economical and
juridical information about foreign trade.
3.! Juridical Advice: BFTA offers Juridical advice on international trade and distributes
information on relevant policies. Moreover, they provide guidelines on 3 specific
topics:
•! Buying & Selling: http://incoterms.abh-ace.be/en/index.html
•! Distribution: http://distribution-channels.abh-ace.be/en/index.html
•! VAT: http://vat.abh-ace.be/en/index.html
4.! Statistics of Foreign Affairs: BFTA provides you with extensive statistics and analyses
about foreign affairs.
5.! Economic Studies: Lastly, the agency executes and distributes sectoral publications,
country studies, global macro-economic overview and customized analysis.
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Federation of Belgian Chambers of Commerce
Address

Belliardstraat 2
1040 Brussels
Belgium

Phone number
E-mail
Website
Tags

info@belgianchambers.be!!
http://belgianchambers.be/en/!
!! International!Representation!
!! Export!
The Federation of Belgian Chambers is the overarching organization unifying all Chambers
of Commerce in Belgium.
More information about how a Chamber of Commerce can assist you in internationalization
can be found below under the respective Chambers of Commerce in Flanders (VOKA),
Brussels (BECI) and Wallonia (CCI).

Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture (Belgium,
Luxembourg, Africa, Caraiben, Pacific) (CBL-ACP)
Address

Rue Montoyer 24 / B.5 (3rd floor)
B – 1000 Brussels
BELGIUM
Phone number
+32 2 512 99 50
+32 2 512 81 58
info@cbl7acp.be!!
E-mail
http://cbl7acp.be/!
Website
!! Bilateral!commercial!trade!
Tags
!! Investment!
CBL-ACP is an institution pursuing two main goals:
1.! “the development of a favourable relationship between Belgium & Luxembourg
and the countries of Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific to stimulate industrial,
technological, commercial, agricultural and cultural exchanges;”
2.! “providing support to all interested parties in Belgium and in the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg looking for opportunities in the countries of Africa, the Caribbean and
the Pacific, and vice versa.”
The CBL-ACP network “consists of local members of the private sector, well equipped to
assist in the prospection, the promotion and on-site support of international partnership
projects.” With its bilateral sections operating in Brussels, CBL-ACP is also the place to learn
about trade mission both domestic as well as abroad. Close partnerships have been
established with AWEX, BIE and FIT covering all three regions in Belgium. Moreover, the
organization has permanent representation in more than 25 countries working closely with
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their office in Brussels. It’s main aim is to facilitate bilateral partnerships for companies
looking to do business or invest in CBL-ACP countries.

Belgian Corporation for International Investment (BMI-SBI)

Address

Avenue de Tervueren 168, bte 9
B-1150 Brussels

Phone number
E-mail
Website
Tags

+32 2 776 01 00
info@bmi7sbi.be!
http://www.bmi7sbi.be/en/!
!! Investment!
!! Financing!
“BMI-SBI is a unique semi-public finance institution on federal level active in the co-financing
of business ventures by Belgian private companies abroad. BMI-SBI supports projects that
are of general economic interest, (to both Belgium and the host country), financially viable
and that offer realistic prospects of profitability whilst respecting the principles of social
corporate responsibility. In concert with the Belgian company, BMI-SBI offers tailor-made
solutions taking into consideration the particular needs and risk profile of each individual
project. As BMI-SBI sets out to be a genuine long-term partner, it provides comprehensive
support as well as cofinancing.”
On average BMI-SBI investments range from €500.000 to €5.000.000. BMI-SBI expects at least
an equal contribution by the Belgian industrial partner, projects considered entail a
minimum investment of € 1 million. The investments provided by BMI-SBI are always tailored
made and can exist either out equity, quasi-equity or medium- and long-term loans.
Moreover, BMI-SBI investment condition are in line with market conditions. Therefore, before
an investment decision is made, they conduct a detailed analysis of the project aimed at
assessing not only its eligibility and feasibility, but also the profitability and the repayment
prospects.
Furthermore, BMI-SBI offers foreign investment support to partners engaged in investment
projects. These advisory services can also include institutional support to the Belgian
promoter in its negotiations with local partners and the arranging of contacts with the local
authorities and institutions.
BMI-SBI operates worldwide, its reach extends to emerging or developing countries as well
as to countries in the industrialized world. 27% of its investments are situated within the
African continent. !
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Flanders

Vlaams netwerk van ondernemingen (VOKA)

Address

Phone number
E-mail
Website
Vlaams-Brabant
Leuven:
Tiensevest 170, 3000 Leuven
T: +32 (0)16 22 26 89
Vilvoorde:
Medialaan
26,
1800
Vilvoorde
T: +32 (0)2 255 20 20
1adres@voka.be
www.voka.be/vlaamsbrabant/
Mechelen(–(Kempen(
Mechelen:((
Onze7Lieve7Vrouwestraat!
85,!
2800!Mechelen!
T:!+32!(0)15!45!10!20!
Kempen:!!
Kleinhoefstraat,!9,!2440!Geel!
T:!+32(0)14!56!30!30!
!
info.kvkmk@voka.be!
https://www.voka.be/mechelen7
kempen!!
!
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Koningsstraat 154-158
1000 Brussel
Belgium
02 229 81 11
info@voka.be!
https://www.voka.be/!
West-Vlaanderen
Kortrijk:
President Kennedylaan 9a,
8500 Kortrijk
T: +32 (0)56 23 50 51
info.wvl@voka.be
www.voka.be/westvlaanderen/

Oost6Vlaanderen(
Gent:((
Lammerstraat!18,!9000!Gent!
T:!+32!(0)9!266!14!40!
Aalst:((
Kareelstraat!138,!9300!Aalst!
T:!+32!(0)53!38!22!00!
Dendermonde:((
Noordlaan!
21,!
9200!
Dendermonde!
T:!+32!(0)52!33!98!00!
Oudenaarde:((
Markt!41,!9700!Oudenaarde!
T:!+32!(0)55!39!04!90!

Limburg(
Hasselt:(
Gouverneur! Roppesingel! 51,! 3500!
Hasselt!
T:!+32!(0)11!56!02!00!
!
info@kvklimburg.voka.be!!
www.voka.be/limburg/!!
(
!!

Antwerpen6Waasland(
Antwerpen:((
Markgravestraat!
12,!
2000!
Antwerpen!
T:!+32!(0)3!232!22!19!
Waasland:((
Kleine!Laan!28,!9100!Sint7Niklaas!
T:!+32!(0)3!776!34!64!
!
info.antwerpen@voka.be!
www.voka.be/antwerpen7
waasland/!!!

!
info.ov@voka.be(
www.voka.be/oostBvlaanderen/((
!! International!Representation!
Tags
!! Export!
VOKA is the largest entrepreneurial network of Flanders and represents the interests of
companies to the highest level. It’s mission is to create a beneficial framework for successful
entrepreneurship for companies in Flanders. VOKA represents 80% of the export in Flanders
and Brussels and can thus be seen as a very useful institution of support when a company
want to export or, even broader, wants to do business abroad.
VOKA has close ties to the chambers of commerce abroad and can therefore assist you
with your international ambitions. Among others, VOKA will assist members with their export
documents, organizes workshops and contact moments and represents its members at
Flanders Investment and Trade (FIT) and The Belgian Foreign Trade Agency and Federal
Public Service Foreign Affairs (BFTA) (ABH-ACE). VOKA has a different offer of services and
activities per Flemish region (https://www.voka.be/advies/internationaliseren) ranging from
a helpdesk focusing on questions about international trade to intensive guidance
programs.

Flanders Investment and Trade (FIT)

Address
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Antwerpen:((
Lange!
Lozanastraat!
223,!
2018!Antwerpen!
!
Limburg:((
Corda!
Campus!
Hasselt!
Kempische!
Steenweg!
305,!
3500!Hasselt!
!
Oost6Vlaanderen:((
VAC!
Koningin!
Maria7Hendrikaplein!
70,!
9000!Gent(
(
West6Vlaanderen:((
VAC!
Koning!
Albert!
I7laan!
172,!
8000!Brugge!
!

bus!

3!

(Corda!
bus!

4)!
201!

bus!

Gent!
20!

bus!

Brugge!
21!

Phone number
E-mail
Website
Tags

Vlaams6Brabant:((
VAC!
Diestsepoort!
6,!
bus!
3000!Leuven!
+32!2!504!87!11!
info@flanderstrade.be!
https://www.flandersinvestmentandtrade.com/export/!
!! Export!
!! Internationalization!

Leuven!
21!

FIT is ....
FIT has three main tasks:
1.! Help companies in Flanders to export and internationalize.
2.! Help foreign companies with their investment projects in Flanders.
3.! Bring foreign buyers in contact with Flemish products and services.
Within the first task, help companies in Flanders to export and internationalize, it offers
expertise in matters like measuring your export capacities, preparing your export plan,
discovering new export markets and internationalizing your company.
FINMIX Internationaal
FINMIX International is a project of Flanders Investment & Trade (FIT) in collaboration with
Agentschap Innoveren & Ondernemen. It is a route counseling - no subsidy - that targets
all companies in Flanders, both starters and growers, who are looking for the optimal
financing mix for international projects.
FINMIX International is open to small, medium and large enterprises, both for starters and
growers, who are looking for alternative financing for their international project. No sector
is excluded. The target markets of these companies are growth and developing countries
(the countries outside the EU-28). Moreover, the operating or registered office of the
company is located in the Flemish Region. (https://www.vlaio.be/nl/begeleidingadvies/financiering/financieringsadvies-op-maat/finmix-internationaal)
You can find more info about FINMIX International on the following page:
https://www.flandersinvestmentandtrade.com/export/finmix-internationaal

Ondernemers Voor Ondernemers (OVO)
Address
Phone number
E-mail
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Willem de Croylaan 58 bus 4022, 3001 Heverlee
Belgium
+32 (0)16 32 10 72
contact@ondernemersvoorondernemers.be!

Website
Tags

https://www.ondernemersvoorondernemers.be/wp/nl/!
!! Entrepreneurship!and!training!
!! Agriculture!and!food!security!
!! Water!and!sustainable!strategy!
!! Health!care!
!! CSR!
!! Investment!
Ondernemers voor Ondernemers (Entrepreneurs for Entrepreneurs) is a non-for-profit
association which aim is to promote sustainable economic growth in developing countries.
To this end OVO - directly or indirectly - brings Belgian companies, entrepreneurs and former
entrepreneurs into contact with economic initiatives in the South to support this financially
and/or to support with expertise.
A North company can get engaged with OVO in 2 different ways:
1.! Financial investment
The financial support in this case is participation in the capital or a loan. Export /
import between both parties is also possible.
2.! Expertise
The North company can share its knowledge and expertise with the South
entrepreneur.

Brussels
Brussels Enterprises Commerce & Industry (BECI)
Address

Louizalaan 500
1050 Brussels
Belgium
Phone number
02 648 50 02
info@beci.be!
E-mail
https://www.beci.be/nl/!
Website
!! …!
Tags
!! …!
BECI is a partnership between the Chamber of Commerce and the Business Alliance in
Brussels. More than 35.000 companies in Brussels are member of the organization. BECI
defends the individual and collective interests of the Brussels companies and offers them a
wide range of services. Export and internationalization is one of the areas in which Beci
supports its members.
The e-services of Beci assist you in export formalities like consular services, certifications of
origin, requesting a ATA-carnet and the endorsement of documents. Moreover, as a
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member of Beci you can freely use the online networking platform be.connected which
gives you an in-depth overview of possible partners worldwide. A worldwide network of
chambers of commerce connects their members via this platform and provide a
guarantee of their existence to possible partners. Furthermore, BECI’s department of
internationalization will answer your questions and advice you on international matters.

Hub Brussels

Address

Brussels Business Support Agency
110-112 Chaussée de Charleroi 1060 Brussels
02!422!00!20
Phone number
info@hub.brussels!
E-mail
http://hub.brussels/en/!
Website
!! Internationalization!
Tags
!! Export!
The newly created organization Hub Brussels is the result of the merger between
Atrium.brussels, Brussels Invest & Export and Impulse.brussels. Hub Brussels promotes Brussels
exports by helping companies develop in new markets.
Within Hub Brussels the department ‘Begeleiding voor Internationalisering’ provides advice
and support for companies in Brussels that are looking for internationalization of their
companies. The department distributes market information per country, information about
export subsidies and provides trainings and coaching about export.
SMEs in Brussels looking to export can look for financial assistance with Exportbru
(https://www.1819.brussels/nl), residing in the same office as Hub Brussels.

Wallonia
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCI)
Address
Phone number
E-mail
Website
Brabant Wallon
Nivelles :
Avenue Schuman 101 - Parc
d'Affaires "Les Portes de
l'Europe", 1400 Nivelles
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!
http://www.cciwallonie.be/!
Hainaut
Charleroi(:((
Avenue! Général! Michel! 1c,! 6000!
Charleroi!
T:!+32!(0)71!32!11!60!

Liege-Verviers Namur
Luik(:!
Rue! Centrale! 2,! 4000! Liège!
(Sclessin)!
T:!+32!(0)4!341!91!91!

T: +32 (0)67 89 33 33
info.ccibw@ccibw.be
www.ccibw.be/

Luxembourg Belge
Libramont :
Grand
Rue
1,
Libramont
T: +32 (0)61 29 30 40
info@ccilb.be
www.ccilb.be/
Tags

6800

Bergen(:(!
Boulevard!André!Delvaux!3!7!Parc!
Initialis,!7000!Mons!
T:!+32!(0)65!22!65!08!
!
info@ccih.be!!
www.ccih.be!

Namen(:!!
Chaussée! de! Wierde! 935,! 5100!
Namur!
T:!+32!(0)81!32!05!50!
!
info@ccilvn.be!
www.ccilvn.be/!!

Wallonie Picarde
Doornik :
Rue du Folet, 10, bte 003,
7540 Kain
T: +32 (0) 69 89 06 89

Eupen Malmedy St. Vith
Eupen(:((
Herbesthaler! Straße! 1a,! 4700!
Eupen!
T:!+32!(0)87!55!59!63!
!
info@ihk7eupen.be!!
www.ihk7eupen.be/!!

www.cciwapi.be/
b.cornelus@cciwapi.be
!!
!!

…
…

Agence wallonne à l'Exportation et aux Investissements
étrangers (AWEX)

Address

Phone number
E-mail
Website
Tags

Place Sainctelette 2
1080 Brussels
Belgium
+32 2 421 82 11
info@awex.be!
https://www.awex.be/!!

!! Export
!! Investment
AWEX is the agency for Export and Foreign investments of the Walloon region. Their task is
to promote foreign trade of companies based in Wallonia and attract foreign investors to
Wallonia.
On their website you can find a list of 30 services they or one of their partners offer to
Walloon companies looking to internationalize ranging from consultancy support to
incubator locations abroad. All these 30 services offered are free of any charge and can
be combined.
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Moreover, the website provides you with an export guide which helps you prepare for
exporting. Among other things, it provides you with information on taxation, export risks and
the role of the European Union.

Société de Financement de l’Exportation et de
l’Internationalisation des entreprises wallonnes (SOFINEX)

Address
Phone number
E-mail
Website
Tags

Avenue!Maurice!Destenay!13,!B74000!Liège!
Belgium!
+32(0)4!237!01!69!
info@sofinex.be!
http://www.sofinex.be/en/!!
!!
!!
!!
!!

Export
Investment
Opening branches
International development

SOFINEX encourages exports and investments or the creation of new Walloon companies
throughout the world. The companies they assist range from very small or small to mediumsized or large companies. The supported projects generate positive spin-off for economic
activity and employment in Wallonia.
They offer 3 products:
1.! Financing: Arranging of loans (in various forms), even including a capital
shareholding.
2.! Guarantee: Granting guarantees to access bank credit more easily.
3.! Emergent countries fund: Allocating grants, representing 35% of the value of the
associated goods and services, to make your offers more attractive.
Selection criteria:
!! Situation in Wallonia
!! Ambition for internationalization
!! Financial solvency
!! Belonging to eligible sectors
More about the selection criteria
http://www.sofinex.be/en/criteria/
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can

be

found

through

the

following

link:

Belgium in Africa
Belgian Embassy in Malawi

Ambassador
Address

Phone Number

Emergency Number
E-mail
Website
Tags

Peter Van Acker
Barack Obama Road, 5
Dar-es-Salaam
Tanzania
+255 22 211 26 88
+255 22 211 25 03
+255 22 211 40 25
+255 75 478 21 56
DarEsSalaam@diplobel.fed.be!
http://tanzania.diplomatie.belgium.be!
!!

Diplomacy

Honorary Consulate Lilongwe

Honorary Consul
Address

Phone Number
E-mail
Website
Tags

Kristina Cuisinier
Plot 3/198 - Mitchell Road
Lilongwe
Malawi
+265 175 44 18
+265 9999 352 94
belconMWI@gmail.com!
!
!!

Diplomacy

Diplomatic Representation Foreign Trade
Rwandan Representative
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Jean Pierre Muller

Address

Phone number
E-mail
Website
Tags

Fairway Office Park, Sable House
52 Grosvenor Road
Bryanston 2021 (Johannesburg)
South-Africa
+27 11 463 03 78
johannesbourg@awex7wallonia.com!
!

!! Diplomacy
!! Export
!! Internationalization
Jean Pierre Muller is the diplomatic representative of the Belgium government for Malawi.
He is affiliated with ABH-ACE and consequently also with FIT, BIE, AWEX and Hub Brussels.
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Europe

Enterprise Europe Network

Address
Phone number
E-mail
Website
Tags

!
Belgium!
!
!
https://www.brusselsnetwork.be/!
…
…

!!
!!

International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)

Address
Phone number
E-mail
Website
Tags

!
Belgium!
!
!
https://www.iccwbo.be/!
!!
!!

…
…

European Development Finance Insitutions (EDFI)

Address
Phone number
E-mail
Website
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Rue!de!la!Loi!81A!
B71040!
Belgium!
+32!2!230!23!69!
edfi@edfi.eu!
https://www.edfi.eu/!

Brussels!

Tags

!!
!!

…
…

BiD Network
(Business in Development)

Address
Phone number
E-mail
Website

De!Ruyterkade!107,!1011!AB!Amsterdam!
The!Netherlands!
+31!(0)20!846!24!94!
info@bidnetwork.org!
http://www.bidnetwork.org/!

!! Investment (Institutional and Angel)
!! Food & Agriculture
!! Renewable Energy
Tags
!! Fin-Tech
!! Health Care
!! Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania, Kenia, Malawi
BiD network is an independent advisor for SME’s in East Africa (Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania,
Kenia and Malawi) which are looking for investors for their businesses. BiD works with SME’s
which are early stage and growing businesses with a financing need of at least $50.000 up
to $5M. The SME’s in the portfolio of BiD are largely situated in the following 4 sectors: (1)
Food & Agriculture (2) Renewable Energy (3) Fin-Tech and (4) Health Care.
Furthermore, BiD network provides investment-readiness and deal making services to
selected entrepreneurs that have at least $100.000 revenue, social impact, significant
growth potential and a competent entrepreneurial team. BiD claims to execute a
throughout screening of the businesses before contracting them.
Investors, interested in investing in East Africa, get free access to BiD’s portfolio of
contracted SME’s. BiD well then assess the investment preference of the investor and match
it with the SME’s in East Africa. Investors, however, need to sign a Non-Disclosure-Agreement
with BiD.
BiD distinguishes two groups of investors:
1.! Institutional Investors
For which they offer:
"! A customized portfolio of investment opportunities across East Africa
"! Personal introductions and visits to businesses that fit your organizations investment
criteria
2.! Angel Investors
For which they offer:
"! Access to social impact investment opportunities in East Africa
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"! Impact Investment Trips to meet high-quality entrepreneurs in East Africa
"! Impact Investment training in our ‘Ready-2-Invest Masterclasses’ to get introduced
to Impact Investing
Read
more
about
their
services
offered
http://www.bidnetwork.org/services/investors/

to

investors

via

this

page:

The strategy of BiD network changed drastically from … to … in the recent passed. The first
pilot of their new strategy ended in 2017 in Uganda with 12 investment deals (of which 9
were angel investors) accounting for up to $4M. It must be said that the enrollment of this
new strategy in the other focus countries isn’t yet as strong as in Uganda. Currently, BiD has
around 5 clients (SME’s in East-Africa) in Rwanda, 2 in Tanzania, 4 in Kenia and no in Malawi
(numbers from July 2018). Furthermore, the biggest investment deal facilitated by BiD
counted for $1.4M. Consequently, It’s safe the say that high scale investing (up to $5M) isn’t
yet on point. However, BiD has managed to close many partnership deals with relevant
partners such as PUM, ING, …
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!! …
!! …
Ducroire - Delcredere (Credendo Group) is de Belgische openbare kredietverzekeraar. Hij
verzekert ondernemingen en banken tegen politieke en commerciële risico's van
internationale handelstransacties die vooral betrekking hebben op kapitaalgoederen,
industriële projecten, aannemingswerken en diensten.
Tags
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